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ABSTRACT Sex determination can be robustly genetic, strongly environmental, or genetic subject to environmental perturbation. The
genetic basis of sex determination is unknown for zebrafish (Danio rerio), a model for development and human health. We used RAD-
tag population genomics to identify sex-linked polymorphisms. After verifying this “RAD-sex” method on medaka (Oryzias latipes), we
studied two domesticated zebrafish strains (AB and TU), two natural laboratory strains (WIK and EKW), and two recent isolates from
nature (NA and CB). All four natural strains had a single sex-linked region at the right tip of chromosome 4, enabling sex genotyping by
PCR. Genotypes for the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) with the strongest statistical association to sex suggested that wild
zebrafish have WZ/ZZ sex chromosomes. In natural strains, “male genotypes” became males and some “female genotypes” also
became males, suggesting that the environment or genetic background can cause female-to-male sex reversal. Surprisingly, TU and AB
lacked detectable sex-linked loci. Phylogenomics rooted on D. nigrofasciatus verified that all strains are monophyletic. Because AB and
TU branched as a monophyletic clade, we could not rule out shared loss of the wild sex locus in a common ancestor despite their
independent domestication. Mitochondrial DNA sequences showed that investigated strains represent only one of the three identified
zebrafish haplogroups. Results suggest that zebrafish in nature possess a WZ/ZZ sex-determination mechanism with a major de-
terminant lying near the right telomere of chromosome 4 that was modified during domestication. Strains providing the zebrafish
reference genome lack key components of the natural sex-determination system but may have evolved variant sex-determining
mechanisms during two decades in laboratory culture.

. . .researchers using standard lines of zebrafish that have
long been maintained in laboratories are often plagued by
severe sex ratio distortions. . .. C. Lawrence, J. P. Ebersole,
and R. V. Kesseli (2008)

CONSIDERING the fundamental importance of sex for
species propagation, it is surprising that primary sex-

determining mechanisms are not strongly conserved among
animal taxa (Bull 1983; Charlesworth 1996; Ming et al.
2011; Bachtrog et al. 2014). Closely related species or even
populations of the same species can have different sex-
determining mechanisms (Takehana et al. 2007; Ross
et al. 2009; Kobayashi et al. 2013; Heule et al. 2014; Larney
et al. 2014). Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a popular model for
studies of vertebrate development, behavior, physiology,
evolution, disease, and human health (Mills et al. 2007;
Seth et al. 2013; Braasch et al. 2014; Ota and Kawahara
2014; Wilkinson et al. 2014), but researchers struggle with
highly variable and distorted sex ratios, and investigations
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into the genetic nature of zebrafish sex determination are
conflicting. To help understand these issues, we conducted
a population genomic study of sex determination in multiple
zebrafish strains.

Zebrafish exhibit a juvenile ovary phase in which the
gonad contains meiotic oocytes in all individuals: in some
juveniles, oocytes survive and the individual becomes a
female, but in others, oocytes die from about 19 to 27 days
postfertilization and the fish becomes a male (Takahashi
1977; Uchida et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Rodriguez-Mari
et al. 2010). In the absence of germ cells (Slanchev et al.
2005; Siegfried and Nusslein-Volhard 2008) and in mutants
in which oocytes undergo apoptosis (Rodríguez-Marí et al.
2005, 2010; Rodríguez-Marí and Postlethwait 2011),
gonads develop as testes and individuals become males. Re-
markably, mutants that produce oocytes early and reproduce
as females can transform into fertile males after oocyte de-
pletion, showing that oocytes are necessary both for primary
sex determination and for maintenance of female phenotype
in adult zebrafish (Dranow et al. 2013).

As expected from the hypothesis that oocyte death is a
major feature of zebrafish sex determination, harsh environ-
mental conditions tend to shift sex ratios in favor of males;
such factors include gamma rays, hypoxia, high density, high
temperature, altered thermocycles, and poor nutrition
(Walker-Durchanek 1980; Shang et al. 2006; Lawrence
et al. 2008; Abozaid et al. 2011, 2012; Liew et al. 2012;
Villamizar et al. 2012). Zebrafish does not, however, have
a typical environmental sex-determination (ESD) mech-
anism like some sauropsids for which temperature is a cue
(Charnier 1966; Lang and Andrews 1994; Merchant-Larios
and Diaz-Hernandez 2013; Mork et al. 2014). It is more
probable that zebrafish is like medaka (Oryzias latipes) in
having a genetic sex-determination mechanism that is sen-
sitive to environmental conditions (Hattori et al. 2007; Sato
et al. 2005; Selim et al. 2009; Hayashi et al. 2010).

Zebrafish not only lacks classic ESD, but most stocks
investigated do not have cytogenetically detectable chromo-
somal sex determination (Schreeb et al. 1993; Pijnacker and
Ferwerda 1995; Daga et al. 1996; Gornung et al. 1997; Amores
and Postlethwait 1999; Gornung et al. 2000; Sola and Gornung
2001; Traut and Winking 2001; Phillips et al. 2006). In con-
trast, the only investigation of zebrafish taken directly from
nature in India concluded that zebrafish females are the
heterogametic sex (Sharma et al. 1998). The disagreement
in cytogenetic results suggests that different zebrafish strains
may have different karyotypic bases for sex determination.

Not only is the chromosomal nature of zebrafish sex
unresolved, but its genetic sex-determination (GSD) mecha-
nism remains elusive. Repeated matings of zebrafish pairs
from AB, TU (Tuebingen), and Toh strains produce consistent
sex ratios, but different pairs can give quite different sex
ratios (Liew et al. 2012). This result is expected if zebrafish
has a genetic basis for sex determination with polygenic con-
trol that differs among strains (Liew et al. 2012). Further-
more, recent studies of sex genetics in different zebrafish

strains identified sex-associated loci, confirming a genetic
component to sex determination, but different studies identi-
fied different sex-associated loci (Orban et al. 2009; Siegfried
2010; Tong et al. 2010; Bradley et al. 2011; Anderson et al.
2012; Liew et al. 2012; Howe et al. 2013; Liew and Orban
2014). A cross between a female of the NA (Nadia) natural
strain by a male of the AB laboratory strain identified a single
sex-linked locus on zebrafish chromosome 4 (Chr4) while the
reciprocal mating (female-AB-by-male-NA) showed sex-
associated loci on both Chr4 and Chr3 (Anderson et al. 2012).
In contrast, analysis of a female-AB-by-male-IN (India) cross
identified sex-linked loci on Chr5 and Chr16 but none on
Chr3 or Chr4 (Bradley et al. 2011). An F2 map constructed
from a gynogenetic doubled-haploid TU female and a gynoge-
netic doubled-haploid AB male (i.e., both parents had only
female-derived chromosomes) identified a sex-linked region
on Chr16 that does not overlap with the one observed in the
AB-by-IN mating (Bradley et al. 2011; Howe et al. 2013).
Together, these results have been interpreted to support
a polygenic sex-determination mechanism (Liew and Orban
2014), but they also support the hypothesis that different
zebrafish strains utilize different genetic mechanisms to de-
termine sex.

Mapping crosses like those cited above that mate two
zebrafish strains that differ in their major genetic sex-
determining mechanisms might give difficult to interpret or
even spurious results due to epistatic interactions between
loci. Furthermore, because environmental factors can in-
fluence zebrafish sex ratios, an individual’s phenotypic sex
may not match its genotypic sex. Thus, a traditional F2 map-
ping cross may not identify a major sex-determining locus if
one of the P0 or F1 individuals is by chance sex reversed. In
addition, brother-by-sister matings to make F2 families and
gynogenesis protocols lead to inbreeding, which results in
strongly male-biased sex ratios (Brown et al. 2012a).

To help resolve the confusing state of zebrafish sex genetics,
we conducted a genome-wide association study (GWAS) based
on a population genomic analysis of RAD-tags (Baird et al.
2008) to identify SNPs found differentially in males or females
(the “RAD-sex” method). This approach analyzes genotypes
without regard to parentage and can identify loci of major
effect (Atwell et al. 2010). To identify sex-specific SNPs in
RAD-tags, we utilized Stacks, a program that infers genotypes
from short-read sequences (Catchen et al. 2011, 2013). We
investigated six zebrafish strains, including domesticated
strains made lethal free for mutagenesis (AB and TU), natural
strains cultured for a few years in the laboratory without de-
liberate genetic manipulations [EKW (EkkWill) and WIK (Wild
India Kolkata)], and strains acquired directly from the wild in
India [NA and CB (Cooch Behar)].

Analysis of .25,000 SNPs in each of these six strains
identified alleles differentially associated with sex pheno-
type. In all four natural strains, results identified a single
sex-associated locus at the end of the long (right) arm
of Chr4 (Chr4R), a locus previously identified as sar4 (sex-
associated region Chr4) (Anderson et al. 2012). Results showed
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that the distribution of sar4 alleles in populations and their
inheritance patterns in crosses were consistent with natural
zebrafish populations having a WZ/ZZ sex-determination sys-
tem, as previously suggested (Tong et al. 2010), and are in
accord with the reported WZ/ZZ karyotype inferred for
a zebrafish population taken directly from the wild (Sharma
et al. 1998). Surprisingly, our experiments failed to detect any
sex-linked loci in either AB or TU, two strains domesticated
for mutagenesis experiments and sequenced for the zebrafish
reference genome. Domestication led either to the evolution
of new methods of sex determination during recent decades
of selection by zebrafish researchers or to the unveiling of
preexisting minor genetic sex-determining mechanisms.

Materials and Methods

Fish strains

Zebrafish (D. rerio) were raised in the University of Oregon
Zebrafish Research Facility under standard conditions
(Westerfield 2007). Strains included the following:

1. AB (ZFIN ID: ZDB-GENO-960809-7), originating from
a mating of strain A and strain B purchased at two dif-
ferent times from a pet shop in Albany, Oregon, in the
late 1970s and screened for making large numbers of
lethal-free embryos by in vitro fertilization and subse-
quently bottlenecked through 21 gynogenetic half-tetrad
individuals produced by early pressure treatment to es-
tablish the current AB strain (Walker-Durchanek 1980;
Streisinger et al. 1981; Chakrabarti et al. 1983; C. Walker,
personal communication)

2. TU (Tuebingen, ZFIN ID: ZDB-GENO-990623-3), origi-
nating from a German pet store and selected to be lethal
free ca. 1990 from multiple single pair crosses (Mullins
et al. 1994)

3. NA (Nadia, ZFIN ID: ZDB-GENO-030115-2, Anderson
et al. 2012), the eighth generation of animals taken from
nature in Nadia, India, in 2000

4. WIK (Wild India Kolkata, ZFIN ID: ZDB-GENO-010531-
2), which “derives from a wild catch in India” (Rauch
et al. 1997), presumably Kolkata, about 140 km south
of Nadia, originating from a single pair mating

5. EKW (EkkWill, ZFIN ID: ZDB-GENO-990520-2), zebra-
fish of unknown origin maintained for many years in
large populations at EkkWill Waterlife Resources (Rus-
kin, FL), which has supplied fish to the pet store trade
since 1962 (http://www.ekkwill.com/aboutekkwill.
html) and obtained from M. Carvan (University of Wis-
consin—Milwaukee) (Loucks and Carvan 2004)

6. CB (Cooch Behar), a new strain derived from fish col-
lected in 2012 from Cooch Behar, India, �500 km north
of Nadia, and purchased from Eugene Research Aquatics,
LLC.

Cooch Behar individuals taken directly from the wild gave
small clutches and showed greatly reduced sex dimorphism.

Dissection of CB fish taken directly from nature revealed 28
females, 4 hermaphrodites that contained both ovary and
testis tissue, 1 fish with translucent tissue at the location
expected for gonads, and 8 males (20% males), suggesting
disrupted sex development by stress, endocrine-disrupting
substances during development, or differential survival
during acquisition of these animals. Supporting Information,
Figure S4 shows the location of origin of the wild fish stocks
discussed here.

Group crosses of adults from each strain generated
populations of fish from which we arbitrarily selected
individuals for RAD-sex analysis. AB fish (UO stock no.
S22191) came from stocks that the University of Oregon
Zebrafish Research Facility maintains for shared use in-
volving 10 crosses, each with 2 males and 2 females. Our TU
population (S23232) came from in vitro fertilization of eggs
from 4 females mixed with sperm pooled from 12 males. NA
fish (S23847) derived from a natural cross of an unknown
number males and females. WIK fish came from two differ-
ent generations, one (S23069) a natural cross of 1 female by
2 males and the other (S24746) derived from multiple nat-
ural crosses. EKW fish were maintained in three tanks of 60
unsexed fish that were bred en masse by natural matings. CB
individuals were from natural matings of the first generation
offspring of 28 females and 8 males captured in India. The
sex of each animal was determined by microscopic observa-
tion of dissected gonads. Individuals of undetermined sex
were excluded from analysis.

A population of dwarf danio (D. nigrofasciatus), a close
relative of zebrafish (Mayden et al. 2007; Tang et al. 2010),
was raised in the University of Oregon fish facility under
standard zebrafish culture conditions (Westerfield 2007).
A population of medaka (O. latipes) from the Carbio strain
(WLC#2674) was raised at the University of Würzburg
according to standard laboratory practices (http://shigen.
lab.nig.ac.jp/medaka/medakabook/index.php)(Kirchen
and West 1976). Male and female medaka were selected at
random from the standing aquarium population, which is
maintained by natural matings of �50 males and 50 females
each generation. The phenotypic sex of medaka was first
determined from secondary sex characteristics (shape of
dorsal and anal fins, spines on male anal fin rays) and con-
firmed by macroscopic inspection of dissected gonads. The
genotypic sex of medaka was identified from the presence or
absence of the dmrt1bY gene by PCR from fin clip DNA
essentially as described (Nanda et al. 2003) using allele-
specific primers: DMT1k (59 CAA CTT TGT CCA AAC TCT
GA 39) and DMT1l (59 AAC TAATTC ATC CCC ATT CC 39) at
an annealing temperature of 56�.

RAD-tag genotyping

Genomic DNA was isolated from caudal fin clips and muscle
with a Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kit. DNA was
digested with high-fidelity SbfI restriction enzyme (New
England Biolabs, no. R3642S). Barcode adapters five or six
nucleotides long were ligated to each sample. Restriction-site
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associated DNA (RAD) libraries were prepared as described
(Baird et al. 2008; Amores et al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2012)
and were sequenced on an Illumina HiSequation 2000 or
2500 using 100-nucleotide single-end reads. We used Stacks
software (http://creskolab.uoregon.edu/stacks/) to organize
reads into loci and to identify polymorphisms (Catchen et al.
2011, 2013). We RAD-sequenced 20 males and 20 females
from AB, 24 males and 24 females from TU, 25 males and
25 females from NA, 21 males and 37 females from EKW,
39 males and 28 females from WIK (of which 34 males and
27 females were retained for analysis), and 49 males and 28
females from CB. Illumina sequences were quality filtered with
the process_radtags program of Stacks (Catchen et al. 2011)
and then aligned to the zebrafish genome (v. Zv9)(Howe
et al. 2013) using GSNAP (Wu and Nacu 2010), allowing nine
mismatches. Medaka sequences were aligned to the O. latipes
genome (v. MEDAKA1) (Kasahara et al. 2007). Sequences
that aligned to multiple sites in reference genomes were dis-
carded. Genotypes were called from aligned reads using the
refmap.pl Stacks pipeline, requiring a minimum stack depth of
10 (2m 10). Reads that did not align to the genome were
analyzed with the denovo_map.pl Stacks pipeline using the
following parameters: a minimum stack depth of 10 (–m
10), up to three differences when merging stacks into loci
(–M 3), and up to two differences between loci when building
the catalog (–n 2).

Zebrafish linkage group numbers assigned based on genetic
length (Postlethwait et al. 1994; Johnson et al. 1996) are given
the name “chromosome” in the Zv9 version of the zebrafish
reference genome; here we abbreviate “linkage group” as Chr
according to zebrafish nomenclature conventions (https://
wiki.zfin.org/display/general/zfin+zebrafish+nomenclature+
guidelines). Cytogeneticists numbered zebrafish chromosomes
based on physical length (Pijnacker and Ferwerda 1995;
Daga et al. 1996; Gornung et al. 1997, 2000; Amores and
Postlethwait 1999; Sola and Gornung 2001), so zebrafish
genetic linkage group number and cytogenetic chromosome
number are generally not the same. We assigned genetic
linkage groups to physical chromosomes by fluorescent in
situ hybridization (Phillips et al. 2006), which showed that,
for example, cytogenetic chromosome 3 is linkage group 4,
called chromosome 4 in the reference genome and Chr4 in
this work.

Sequences for zebrafish, medaka, and dwarf danio RAD-
tags were archived under accession no. SRP044635 and
mitochondrial sequences under KM196113–KM196120.

Statistical analysis

Haplotypes were exported from the Stacks web interface
requiring a minimum stack depth of three reads, and
a blacklist of overmerged tags was generated with a custom
python script (File S1). The Stacks ref_map pipeline iden-
tifies RAD-tags based on position in the genome. Over-
merged tags arise when different regions of the genome
have highly similar sequences, so that genomically sep-
arate RAD-tags align to the same location, resulting in

a stack of RAD-tags with a biologically impossible number of
alleles. We defined overmerged tags as those that had more
than two alleles in more than one fish, and excluded these
tags from further analysis.

Polymorphic RAD-tags were exported from Stacks in ge-
nomic format using Stacks’ populations program (Catchen
et al. 2013). RAD-tags were required to be present in 75%
of the individuals of each sex, and blacklisted tags were ex-
cluded. For each polymorphic SNP, the program SNPstats1
(http://webpages.uidaho.edu/hohenlohe/software.html)
(Hohenlohe et al. 2010) calculated a G-test statistic compar-
ing genotypes in males and females. False discovery rate
(FDR) was calculated using the Qvalue R package (Storey
and Tibshirani 2003) according to the method of Benjamini
and Hochberg (1995). Markers that were significantly asso-
ciated with sex after the first round of analysis were then
inspected by hand. An arbitrarily selected subset of five indi-
viduals was evaluated in the Stacks web interface for all loci
significantly associated with sex to ensure that Stacks had
called genotypes correctly. If an error was identified in any
of these five individuals, then all fish in the panel were
checked at that locus and corrected by hand; for example,
if three or more reads of an undersequenced allele were
present in a stack, the genotype was corrected to a het-
erozygote in the genomic output file and statistics were
recalculated.

Four WIK males were excluded from analysis because
they had numerous genotypes throughout the genome that
were not present in the vast majority of other fish from the
population, suggesting migrants. One male and one female
WIK were excluded because they had numerous alleles that
were undersequenced and uncalled by Stacks, likely due to
barcode contamination.

Mapping unassembled scaffolds

Despite the high quality of the zebrafish reference genome
(Howe et al. 2013), many scaffolds remain unassembled, es-
pecially in areas rich in repeats, such as the heterochromatic
and late-replicating right arm of zebrafish cytogenetic chro-
mosome 3 (genetic linkage group 4, Ensembl Chr4) (Pijnacker
and Ferwerda 1995; Daga et al. 1996; Amores and Post-
lethwait 1999; Traut and Winking 2001; Phillips et al. 2006;
Anderson et al. 2012; Howe et al. 2013). Some RAD-tags that
were strongly associated with sex reside on scaffolds that
are either unassembled or are on Chr14 in Zv9. To test for
misassembly, we used a previously published data set of
SbfI-based RAD-tags mapped on the zebrafish HS (heat
shock) meiotic recombination mapping panel (Kelly et al.
2000; Postlethwait et al. 2000; Woods et al. 2000, 2005;
Catchen et al. 2011). Filtered raw reads from RAD-tagging
the HS panel were aligned to the Zv9 assembly with GSNAP,
allowing five mismatches. Because these gynogenetic fish
were homozygous at all loci, we relaxed Stacks parameters
and required a minimum stack depth of two reads (2m 2) to
call genotypes. RAD-tags that aligned to Chr4 and Chr14 in
the assembled genome and to all unassembled contigs and
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scaffolds were used to generate meiotic linkage maps for
Chr4 and Chr14.

Markers were initially grouped in JoinMap 4.1 using the
Independence LOD parameter under population grouping
with a minimum LOD value of 8.0. Subsequent grouping
was performed at a minimum LOD value of 6.0. Marker
ordering was performed using the maximum-likelihood
algorithm in JoinMap 4.1 with default parameters. The
expected recombination count feature in JoinMap4.1 was
used to identify individuals with a higher than expected
number of recombination events and visual inspection of
marker order was performed. When needed, marker order
was optimized manually after visual inspection of the color-
ized graphical genotypes in JoinMap 4.1. If moving a marker
or group of markers reduced the total number of recombi-
nation events, the marker was manually moved to the new
position. This analysis resulted in the positioning of many
unplaced contigs and scaffolds across the entire Zv9 reference
genome.

Nadia sex-genotyping primers

A pair of primers (NA_sx.F_5-CCGGCCCTCAAGGACCGAAA-
3 and NA_sx.R_5-GGTTGCTCAAGTGTTGGTGAGA-3) was
designed within the sequence of a RAD-tag that aligned to
Chr14:37,865,815–37,865,909 and included a sex-specific
indel in the NA strain (see Figure S1). GoTaq Flexi DNA
polymerase (Promega, M8298) was used to amplify the
product with the following PCR protocol: denaturation at
94� for 6 min, 40 cycles of 94� denaturation, 55� annealing,
and 72� extension followed by a final extension step of 72�
for 10 min.

Phylogenetic reconstruction

To infer the history of zebrafish strains, we sampled RAD-tag
sequences from 10 females and 10 males arbitrarily selected
from each strain and identified 9,442 RAD-tag loci that were
present in all 120 samples. To root the tree, we included
orthologous RAD-tags from 1 male and 1 female D. nigro-
fasciatus for the 4,765 RAD-tags for which orthology could
be inferred across species. RAD-tag loci were considered
orthologous across strains and species if they mapped to
the same unique location in the zebrafish reference genome
Zv9. Tags with more than one best mapping location were
excluded. We aligned sequences from each RAD-tag locus
using Muscle (v. 3.8.31) with default parameters. Aligned
loci were concatenated into a single 887.5-kb alignment.
Using this alignment, we inferred phylogenetic trees and per-
formed bootstrap replicates with RAxML (v. 7.2.8) using max-
imum parsimony and maximum likelihood under a GTR+I+G

model with D. nigrofasciatus as the outgroup (Stamatakis
2014).

For zebrafish strains, we assembled sequences of the
mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene from Illumina reads aris-
ing from small amounts of contaminating mitochondrial
DNA. All reads used for RAD-tag analysis in Stacks have 6
bases left by the SbfI enzyme digestion (TGCAGG); reads

without this sequence are from contaminating nuclear or
mitochondrial genomic DNA. Reads with a correct barcode,
but lacking a TGCAGG motif were identified with the proc-
ess_radtags program from Stacks (Catchen et al. 2011) and
aligned to the zebrafish genome using GSNAP (February 20,
2014, release) (Wu and Nacu 2010).

Results

Verifying the RAD-sex method: Medaka

To verify that a RAD-tag-based population genomics ap-
proach would identify a major sex-determination locus if
one exists, we first tested a species in which the sex
chromosome and major sex-determination locus has already
been identified. Although Japanese medaka has a strong XY
sex-determination system based on the sex-determining
gene dmrt1bY located on chromosome Ola1 (O. latipes chro-
mosome 1) (Matsuda et al. 2002; Nanda et al. 2002; Kondo
et al. 2006, 2009), environmental temperature can override
the system and cause genotypic females to develop as phe-
notypic males (Sato et al. 2005; Hattori et al. 2007; Selim
et al. 2009; Hayashi et al. 2010). We analyzed 21,909 RAD-
tags (Table 1) from 30 female and 31 male medaka and
conducted a G-test for genotypes that are significantly asso-
ciated with male or female sex at 36,115 SNPs. Although the
medaka Y chromosome is fully assembled, including dmrt1bY
in the middle of Ola1 (NCBI accession nos. AP006150–
AP006153 (Kondo et al. 2006)), the male-specific region is
not assembled well in the reference genome sequence
(http://www.ensembl.org/Oryzias_latipes/Info/Index) and
dmrt1bY itself is on the unassembled scaffold1535, which
contains no SbfI site and hence no RAD-tags, thus excluding
dmrt1bY from our analyses. Nevertheless, results revealed
SNPs between 14.3 and 32.5 Mb on Ola1 that were strongly
associated with sex (Figure 1A; see Table S1). Only six sex-
linked RAD-tags failed to align to the reference genome,
none of which were as strongly associated with sex as the
best hits within the genome (Table S2). In the medaka ref-
erence genome, a region of 18.2 Mb around the position of
the sex-determining locus dmrt1bY contained polymor-
phisms that are highly associated with sex, and 3.5 Mb of
this region showed 100% correlation with the genotypic sex
that had been determined previously by PCR, consistent
with recombination suppression over the region showing
strongly sex-specific RAD-tags. PCR genotyping and RAD-
sex analysis both agreed that 2 of 31 medaka individuals
with a male phenotype had a female genotype, showing that
despite occasional sex reversal, the RAD-sex method is
robust enough to identify sex-linked markers. Sex-linked
SNPs were also identified in single RAD-tags on Ola3,
Ola13, and Ola17. These SNPs are in linkage disequilib-
rium with the sex-linked SNPs on Ola1 (Figure 1, B and
C), a result expected if these parts of Ola3, Ola13, and
Ola17 were misassembled in the medaka reference ge-
nome. These experiments show that a RAD-tag-based
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GWAS study is an effective method for identifying a major
sex-determining region despite occasional sex reversal.

Identifying a major zebrafish sex-determination locus

To identify loci linked to sex phenotype in zebrafish, we
initially analyzed SbfI-associated RAD-tags (Table 1) from the
widely used AB and TU strains. We tested 20 males and 20
females of the AB strain and 24 males and 24 females of the
TU strain and compared results to 25 males and 25 females
from NA, a natural strain from India. We analyzed 31,002
SNPs in AB and 40,391 SNPs in TU but found no markers that
were significantly linked to sex (Figure 2, A and B). In con-
trast, analysis of 26,291 SNPs in NA fish revealed several
sharp peaks of association with phenotypic sex. Sex-linked
SNPs in NA were located at the right end of Chr4 between
position 61.1 and 62.1 Mb, in the middle of Chr14 between
37.87 and 37.90 Mb, and on the “Not Assembled” contigs
NA482 and NA683 (Figure 2C and Table S3).

Puzzled by the differences between AB and TU fish vs. NA
fish, we analyzed two additional commonly used wild-type
strains: WIK and EKW.We analyzed 39,256 polymorphic sites
in 34male and 27 femaleWIK fish and identified sex-associated
SNPs located between 61.4 and 62.1 Mb at the end of Chr4,
between 37.87 and 37.90 Mb on Chr14, and on the unas-
sembled contigs NA482 and NA683 as found for the NA
strain; in addition, sex-associated SNPs for WIK appeared
on contig NA851, scaffold3519, and scaffold3545 (Figure
2D and Table S3). Analysis of 49,182 SNPs in 21 male
and 37 female EKW fish again identified sex-associated SNPs
on Chr4 between 61.1 and 61.2 Mb, and the unassembled
fragments NA851 and scaffold3519, both of which were also
identified in the WIK RAD-sex results (Figure 2E and Table S3).
No locus on Chr14 was associated with sex in EKW.

To verify the discrepancy between domesticated and
natural stocks, we obtained zebrafish directly from a natural
population in Cooch Behar in India. We bred wild-caught
individuals in the lab to establish the CB strain and used
some of the offspring of wild-caught individuals for RAD-sex
analysis. We analyzed 94,497 polymorphic sites in 49 males
and 28 females (this strain showed much higher levels of

heterozygosity than any of the other stocks examined; Fig-
ure S2) and identified sex-linked SNPs on Chr4:60.6 Mb and
on scaffold3519, which was also found to harbor sex-linked
SNPs in WIK (Figure 2F and Table S3).

DNA for the zebrafish reference genome sequence initially
came from several thousand TU embryos (Howe et al. 2013),
some of which would have become males and others females,
despite our finding that TU had no loci strongly linked to sex
phenotype. If the reference genome lacked one of the sex
chromosomes, then many sex-linked RAD-tags from wild
stocks would fail to align to it. Analysis, however, showed
that only one sex-linked RAD-tag in NA, one in EKW, and
four in WIK failed to align to the zebrafish reference genome
(Table S4). SNPs in all nonaligning sex-linked RAD-tags
were less strongly associated with sex than those that actu-
ally aligned to assembled or unassembled portions of the
Zv9 reference genome. This result suggests that the assem-
bly does not lack substantial amounts of any sex chromo-
some or that the major sex determinant is in a genomic
region or unassembled contig with no SbfI sites, as is true
for medaka.

Sex-linked unassembled scaffolds map to the sex-
associated region at the right tip of Chr4R

While all four natural populations we studied had a strong
sex-associated region near the right telomere of Chr4,
several strains showed sex-associated loci at other locations,
including a small portion of Chr14 and a number of
unassembled contigs and scaffolds (Table S5). Suspecting
that the Chr14 locus and unassembled contigs and scaffolds
belong on Chr4R, we utilized a previously published data set
of RAD-tags generated from the zebrafish HS meiotic map-
ping panel (Kelly et al. 2000; Postlethwait et al. 2000;
Woods et al. 2000; Woods et al. 2005; Catchen et al.
2011) to identify the position of these loci on a genetic
map and hence to correct possible misassembly of these
regions in Zv9. Results showed that nonassembled contigs
NA683 and NA851 and scaffold3519, which are linked to
sex in multiple natural populations (Table S5), all localized
to the end of Chr4 near other sex-linked tags in the meiotic

Table 1 Number of RAD-tags analyzed for each population tested

Total no. RAD-tags
in population

Tags present in at least 75% of Individuals

Total no. RAD-tags Polymorphic RAD-tags SNPs analyzed

Population Denovo Refmap Total Denovo Refmap Total Denovo Refmap Total Denovo Refmap Total

Medaka
Carbio 8054 65849 73903 2802 51309 54111 1034 20875 21909 1588 34527 36115

Zebrafish
AB 6455 54389 60844 1789 33542 35331 440 15099 15539 709 30293 31002
Tuebingen 6408 80284 86692 1983 46844 48827 469 19535 20004 770 39621 40391
Nadia 12020 44314 56334 1430 20705 22135 536 11828 12364 977 25314 26291
WIK 15792 138963 154755 3223 44481 47704 751 19143 19894 1202 38054 39256
EkkWill 14440 119701 134141 2303 40218 42521 772 22396 23168 1328 47854 49182
Cooch Behar 21712 75353 97065 1335 33149 34484 1161 28494 29655 3158 91339 94497
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mapping panel (Figure 3). Sex-associated fragments NA482
and scaffold3545 lacked any RAD-tags that were polymorphic
in the meiotic mapping panel and so could not be mapped.
Two sex-associated RAD-tags that had aligned to Chr14 at
positions Chr14:37,844,151 and Chr14:37,879,718 also map-
ped to Chr4R near other sex-linked RAD-tag polymorphisms.
The finding that all mappable sex-linked RAD-tags in four
natural strains (NA, WIK, EKW, and CB) occupy a single
1.5-Mb region at the right tip of Chr4 supports the conclu-
sion that Chr4 represents a sex chromosome in natural pop-
ulations of zebrafish. The failure to detect any sex-linked loci
in AB and TU in these analyses suggests that a wild sex
determinant was lost or greatly modified in the domestica-
tion of zebrafish for laboratory work and that other mecha-
nisms have since taken the place of the natural wild genetic
sex-determination system.

Wild zebrafish populations have a ZW/ZZ sex
chromosome system

To determine whether natural zebrafish utilize an XY or ZW
sex-determination system, we scrutinized the SNP with the
strongest statistical support for linkage to sex phenotype in
each of the four natural populations. In NA, the SNP most
strongly associated with sex was an A . T (nucleotide A in
the reference genome vs. T in NA) polymorphism on the

unassembled contig NA683 at nucleotide position 12,119
with support of 2log10P = 6.8. All 15 fish with the homo-
zygous T/T genotype were males, while 77% (23/30) of
A/T heterozygotes developed as females. No individual
developed as a female that did not have at least one A
allele at this SNP. Only one individual was homozygous
A/A, and it, rather surprisingly, developed as a male (Fig-
ure 4A). An A/A male could result from sex reversal or
from recombination events that separated the sex-linked
RAD-tag locus from the causative sex-determination lo-
cus. The rather small size of the zebrafish sex-associated
region, about 1.5 Mb (60.6–62.1 Mb when considering all
four natural strains and including all SNPs with a q-value
,0.01) compared to the large region we detected in me-
daka (14.3–32.5 Mb, or 18.2 Mb using the same q-value)
suggests that recombination suppression is stronger
around the medaka sex locus than around the zebrafish
sex locus.

These data for NA show that: (1) the A allele of this SNP
in NA is linked to a dominant factor that is necessary but not
sufficient for development of a female phenotype; (2) the
NA strain has a heterozygous female/homozygous male
(e.g., ZW female/ZZ male) sex-determination system; (3)
some A/T and A/A “genetic females” are sex reversed to
a male phenotype due to the effects of the environment or

Figure 1 RAD-sex for the medaka (O. latipes) assembled genome sequence. (A) The -log10P of a G-test of genotypes associated with male or female
phenotype plotted against position in the 24 medaka linkage groups, with odd-numbered linkage groups having a white background and even-
numbered linkage groups having a gray background. The solid horizontal line represents a q-value of 0.01, and the dashed line represents a q-value of
0.05. The analysis identified a broad peak of sex-associated SNPs on chromosome 1, (Ola1) the medaka sex chromosome. Isolated single SNPs on
chromosomes 3, 13, and 17 were also highly linked to sex. (B) Medaka females were homozygous at SNPs strongly linked to sex, as expected from an XX
karyotype, on Ola1 (only two of which are shown), and Ola3, Ola13, and Ola17. (C) Most medaka males were heterozygous at SNPs strongly linked to
sex, as expected from an XY sex-determination system. Phenotypic males M1 and M4 had a female genotype. SNPs on Ola3, Ola13, and Ola17 were in
linkage disequilibrium with sex-linked SNPs on Ola1, a result that would occur if these regions are on Ola1 in the fish genome but have been
misassembled in the medaka reference genome sequence.
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to segregating minor genetic modifiers that our protocol
could not detect; and (4) the small number of individuals
with an A/A genotype could be due to the infrequent mating
of a normal heterozygous A/T genotypic female to a sex-
reversed heterozygous genotypic A/T male, that the homo-
zygous A genotype is semilethal, or that these genotypes
come from a recombination event between the RAD-tag
and the functional sex locus.

This pattern was repeated in the other natural popula-
tions. In WIK, an A . C polymorphism at Chr4:62,060,103
showed the strongest statistical support for sex linkage
(2log10P = 5.4). All 16 homozygous C/C WIK fish were
male, but 64% (18/28) of A/C heterozygotes and 60%
(9/15) of A/A homozygotes were females (Figure 4B). In
EKW, an A . T polymorphism at scaffold3519:177,330 was
statistically most strongly linked to sex (2log10P = 12.5).

Figure 2 RAD-sex results for zebrafish strains show plots of the2log10P of a G-test of genotypes associated with male or female phenotype in zebrafish
plotted against the 25 linkage groups of the assembled zebrafish genome Zv9, with odd-numbered linkage groups having a white background and
even-numbered linkage groups having a gray background. Solid lines represent a q-value of 0.01, and dashed lines represent a q-value of 0.05. No SNPs
were significantly associated with sex in (A) AB or (B) Tuebingen strains. In contrast SNPs significantly associated with sex were identified on Chr4 and
Chr14 in (C) Nadia and (D) WIK, while only loci on Chr4 were associated with sex in (E) EkkWill and (F) Cooch Behar. In addition to the assembled
genome, sex-associated SNPs appeared on unassembled contigs NA482 and NA683 for WIK and NA, NA851 for WIK and EKW, scaffold3519 for WIK,
EKW, and CB, and scaffold3545 for WIK.
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All 18 A/A homozygotes developed as males, while 94%
(32/34) of A/T heterozygotes and all four T/T homozygotes
became females (Figure 4C). In CB, a C . T polymorphism
at Chr4:60,623,846 was statistically most strongly linked to
sex (2log10P = 8.5). All 24 homozygous T/T fish were
male, while 52% (17/33) of heterozygous T/C individuals
and all seven homozygous C/C fish were female (Figure
4D). While the CB result could be interpreted as supporting
a balancing sex-determination system, with T/T fish devel-
oping as males, C/C fish developing as females, and hetero-
zygotes developing as either sex, a more parsimonious
explanation that mirrors other native strains is that the C
allele is linked to a locus that is necessary but not sufficient
for female sex development and that homozygous C/C fish
come from the mating of a normal T/C female to a sex-re-
versed phenotypic T/C male. Taken together, data from all
four wild stocks provide strong support for a female-hetero-
gametic sex-determination system.

Segregation in a mapping cross supports a ZW/ZZ sex
chromosome system in wild zebrafish

Reanalysis of a female-NA-by-male-AB F2 mapping panel
(Anderson et al. 2012) supports female heterogamety. For
RAD-tag 32204 (Anderson et al. 2012), all 78 F2 individuals
that inherited the grandsire’s a allele became males, but a is
not a male-specifying allele because it was inherited through
the F1 female. The grandsire’s b allele and the granddam’s c
allele were about equally likely to be found in males and
females in the F2 (52 and 58% males, respectively), so they
are unrelated to sex differentiation. In contrast, 84% (74/
88) of F2 fish with the granddam’s d allele, inherited
through the F1 female, themselves became females and no
fish without the d allele became a female (Figure 4E). These

results show that a sequence linked to the d allele is necessary
but not sufficient for female development in this female-NA-
by-male-AB cross, independent of the other allele, consistent
with a dominant, environmentally sensitive, female-determining
locus at sar4 and female heterogamety.

Genotyping sex in NA

One of the RAD-tags (4086) that was tightly linked to sex in
NA (2log10P = 6.0) contained a 12-bp indel with the inser-
tion present in the female-linked allele. Although this RAD-
tag aligned uniquely to Chr14:37,865,815–37,865,909 in
Zv9, it mapped to the right tip of Chr4 on the HS meiotic
mapping panel (Figure 3). Within the RAD-tag, we designed
a forward primer containing four female-specific SNPs and
a reverse primer with one female-specific SNP that amplify
a single 85-bp band in NA females and a 73-bp band or a non-
specific banding pattern in NA males (Figure 4F). We tested
all 50 individuals from our NA population genomic analyses,
of which Stacks had genotyped 24 phenotypic females and 22
phenotypic males at this locus. PCR verified the genetic sex
determined by RAD-tag analysis for all individuals, including
those experiencing female-to-male sex reversal. These pri-
mers also accurately identified the sex of individuals that
Stacks did not genotype at this locus (due to insufficient read
depth) but were genotyped for sex at nearby SNPs.

After verifying primers on the RAD-sex population, we
tested other NA fish. Of eight phenotypic females tested, all
had the female genotype and of eight phenotypic males
tested, seven had the male genotype; the other phenotypic
male had a female genotype, consistent with occasional
female-to-male sex reversal observed in other natural stocks.
These results show that this primer pair can identify NA
fish that will definitely become males or that have a high

Figure 3 All sex-associated RAD-tags map to Chr4. Sex-associated SNPs were mapped on the HS meiotic mapping cross panel (Kelly et al. 2000;
Postlethwait et al. 2000; Woods et al. 2000; Catchen et al. 2013). The sar4 region is indicated by shading. RAD-tags that aligned to Chr14 at 37.8 Mb
and to the unassembled scaffolds NA683, NA851, scaffold3519, scaffold3462, and scaffold3536 (indicated in boldface italic type) all mapped to the
distal tip of Chr4R on the HS panel.
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probability of becoming females. These sex-genotyping
primers will be useful for identifying genetic sex long before
phenotypic sex becomes evident, which will facilitate the
study of developmental mechanisms.

Phylogenomics of sex determinant loss

To determine whether our four natural strains represent
separate accessions from the wild and to understand their
historical relationships to the two strains that lack the Chr4R
sex determinant, we conducted a phylogenetic analysis using
RAD-sex sequence data. We collected RAD-tag genomic data
from dwarf danio (D. nigrofasciatus), one of the closest extant
relatives of zebrafish, for use as outgroup (Mayden et al.
2007; Tang et al. 2010). Because D. nigrofasciatus is native
to the Sittang basin in Myanmar, which is far outside the
range of D. rerio (Figure S4), the two species are not sym-
patric (Engeszer et al. 2007; Whiteley et al. 2011). Analysis
utilized 888 kb of sequence from 9442 RAD-tags present in
all six D. rerio strains, including 58,282 variable positions of
which 51,444 SNPs were parsimony informative.

Analysis of the maximum-likelihood tree (Figure 5) and
the maximum-parsimony tree (see Figure S3) provided sev-
eral conclusions:

1. Maximum-likelihood and maximum-parsimony both
gave strong support for the same phylogenetic relation-
ships among strains. In contrast, relationships between
individuals within a strain varied between the two
approaches and across maximum-likelihood bootstrap
replicates.

2. Analyses consistently recovered the same relationships
among the three terminal taxa [EKW (AB,TU)] across
bootstrap replicates under a GTR+I+Gmodel. Because
AB and TU occupied a monophyletic clade that was
sister to EKW, phylogenomics does not resolve the ques-
tion of whether the lack of the Chr4R sex-determination
locus in AB and TU is due to two independent events
during their separate and independent routes to domes-
tication in Oregon and Germany or to a single event that
occurred either in nature or in the pet trade before the
divergence of these two populations.

3. Recent extractions from East India (NA, WIK, CB) were
genetically distinct from the [EKW (AB,TU))]clade, al-
though relationships among NA, WIK, and CB varied
across bootstrap replicates, as evidenced by poor sup-
port of the respective internal nodes (41 and 43%,
Figure 5). The inability to resolve relationships among
these strains even with a large amount of available

Figure 4 Genotypes for SNPs linked to sex phenotype with the highest
statistical significance for four natural populations of zebrafish. (A) Nadia
SNP at NA683:12,119 (nonassembled contig:nucleotide position), A . T,
2log10P = 6.8. All T/T fish were male; 77% of A/T fish were female; the
only A/A fish was male. (B) WIK SNP Chr4:62,060,103, A . C, 2log10P =
5.4. All C/C fish were male; 64% of A/C and 60% of A/A fish were
females. (C) EkkWill SNP at scaffold3519:177,330, A . T, 2log10P =
12.5. All A/A fish were male; 94% of A/T and all T/T fish were females.
(D) Cooch Behar SNP Chr4:60,623,846, C . T, 2log10P = 8.5. All T/T fish
were male; 52% of T/C and all seven C/C fish became female. In each of
the four populations, all individuals homozygous for the “male allele” (T
in NA, C in WIK, A in EKW, and T in CB) developed as males, hetero-
zygotes (A/T in NA, C/A in WIK, T/A in EKW, and C/T in CB) developed
mostly as females, and homozygotes for the “female” allele (A in NA, A
in WIK, T in EKW, and C in CB) were rare and usually female. In each
strain, fish with the homozygous “male allele” all became males and no
individuals without the “non-male allele” (the “female allele”) developed
into a female. Individuals homozygous for the “female allele” were
obtained much less frequently than expected from random mating, which
would be expected either if there were few matings between a male and
a female both of which had at least one “female” allele or if homozy-
gotes for the “female allele” were less likely to survive. These patterns
would be expected of a WZ female/ZZ male sex-determination system
with some female genotypes sex reversing to become males. (E) Analysis
of the AB 3 NA F2 sex mapping cross (Anderson et al. 2012). RAD tag
32204, for example, which aligns to Chr4:61,934,186–61,934,280, has
allele d that is present in the granddam, the F1 female, and all F2 females
as expected if it resides on the W of a WZ/ZZ sex-determination system. (F)
Sex-genotyping primers for NA. In the NA strain, the “female allele” in

RAD-tag 4086 (which aligned to Chr14:37,865,815–37,865,909 in Zv9
but mapped to the right tip of Chr4 on the HS meiotic mapping panel,
Figure 3) has a 12-nt deletion relative to the reference sequence. Primers
with the sequence of the female allele in this RAD-tag gave an 85-bp
fragment in females but produced an alternative amplification pattern in
males. Sex-reversed individuals (as determined by this and other sex-
linked RAD-tags) are indicated with an R.
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Figure 5 Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of six D. rerio strains.
The phenotypic sex of each individual is abbreviated as F (female)
or M (male). Branch labels reflect bootstrap support. Each zebra-
fish strain represents a distinct clade.
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sequence data are due to variation in the placement of
the root of the tree. The length of the branch between
zebrafish and dwarf danio is orders of magnitude lon-
ger than the length of the internal nodes separating
strains because dwarf danio lacks zebrafish-specific
RAD-tags. Unfortunately, outgroups closer to zebrafish
are as yet unknown.

4. CB appears to have two subclades, suggesting popula-
tion substructure within that isolate. In addition, CB
harbors more genetic variation than the other strains
as evidenced by the depth of the root of that strain and
analysis of heterozygosity (Figure 5 and Figure S2).
This result is expected for the offspring of individuals
taken directly from nature.

5. Males and females do not group separately within
strains, showing that standing genetic variation in
the bulk of the genome masks any sex-specific differ-
ences in the phylogenetic analyses. In sum, phyloge-
nomics showed that each of the six strains used is
a distinct population, that the most recently accessed
natural strains lie basal in the tree, and that the do-
mesticated strains AB and TU are rather closely related
among the strains we tested.

To determine whether our strains cover the broad di-
versity of zebrafish natural variation, we investigated cytb,
encoded by the mitochondrial genome. Zebrafish popula-
tions collected widely across India fall into three major
clades: haplogroup 1 in Northern India and Eastern and
Western Nepal, haplogroup 2 in Bangladesh and Southern
India, and haplogroup 3 in Central Nepal (Whiteley et al.
2011). Infrequent mitochondrial genome contamination in
RAD-tag libraries allowed us to reconstruct the cytb locus
and assign populations to mitochondrial clades (accession
nos. KM196113–KM196120). Results (see Figure S5) iden-
tified 14 SNPs that were shared across all our strains and all
fish of haplogroup 1 but were absent from all haplogroups 2
and 3, showing that NA, WIK, EKW, and CB all derived from
haplogroup 1 (Whiteley et al. 2011). Among the six strains
we used and the 16 populations in the Whiteley et al. (2011)
study, only AB appeared in both studies, and in both cases
was in haplogroup 1. We conclude that our samples repre-
sent a single branch of the broad diversity of mitochondrial
lineages across the zebrafish species.

Discussion

A major genetic sex determinant is linked to the distal
tip of Chr4R in natural zebrafish populations

RAD-sex analysis identified a 1.5-Mb interval containing
a major genetic sex determinant near the telomere of
zebrafish Chr4R in two natural laboratory strains (WIK and
EKW) and in two recent accessions from the wild (NA and
CB). These four natural strains have not been extensively
manipulated for domestication and were derived from

natural populations in India (NA, WIK, and CB) or are of
unknown, but likely unmanipulated, origin (EKW). Results
also detected sex-linked loci within a small portion of Chr14
and on several unassembled contigs and scaffolds, as might
be expected if zebrafish sex phenotype is polygenic (Tong
et al. 2010; Bradley et al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2012; Liew
et al. 2012; Howe et al. 2013; Liew and Orban 2014). To
determine whether these several sex-linked sequences rep-
resented a polygenic sex-determination system or whether
they were due to errors in the genome assembly, we mapped
the unassembled and Chr14 sex-linked loci on a meiotic
mapping panel. Because results showed that all sex-linked
sequences map to the right tip of Chr4 in Zv9, we conclude
that natural wild zebrafish have a single major sex-deter-
mining region within a short segment of Chr4R, sar4.

In natural zebrafish populations, Chr4 is likely
a sex chromosome

The discovery of a strongly sex-linked locus only in Chr4R in
natural zebrafish raises the question of whether Chr4 is a sex
chromosome. Genetically defined Chr4 (Postlethwait et al.
1994; Johnson et al. 1996) corresponds to cytogenetic chro-
mosome 3 (Phillips et al. 2006), the right arm of which is
the only arm that is late replicating and heterochromatic
(Pijnacker and Ferwerda 1995; Gornung et al. 1997; Amores
and Postlethwait 1999; Gornung et al. 2000; Sola and
Gornung 2001; Traut and Winking 2001; Phillips et al.
2006). Chr4R is impoverished in protein-coding genes, con-
tains most of the genome’s 5S–RNA genes, is enriched in
satellite repeats, and has high GC content (Anderson et al.
2012; Howe et al. 2013); these properties are shared with
sex chromosomes in other species (Peichel et al. 2004;
Charlesworth et al. 2005). Finding sex-linked markers only
on the sole chromosome arm with cytogenetic properties of
sex chromosomes is consistent with the hypothesis that Chr4
is a sex chromosome in zebrafish.

Females are the heterogametic sex in natural
zebrafish populations

The conclusion that Chr4 is a sex chromosome raises the
question of whether zebrafish has a female-XX/male-XY,
a female-WZ/male-ZZ, or other type of chromosomal sex
mechanism. Our population genomics and meiotic mapping
both support the conclusion from testosterone-treated AB 3
WIK individuals (Tong et al. 2010) that females are the
heterogametic sex (WZ) in natural populations of zebrafish.
For the SNP that is statistically associated most strongly to
sex phenotype in each natural population: (1) all individuals
that were homozygous for one allele (e.g., m/m), which
could be on the Z chromosome, developed as males; (2)
most individuals that were heterozygous (e.g., m/f), which
could represent a WZ karyotype, became females; and (3)
fish that were homozygous for the allele that is not homo-
zygous in most males (e.g., f/f fish, presumably WW) usually
developed as females and were fewer than expected by ran-
dom mating and equal viability. These fish would occur from
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the mating of a genetic (WZ) female with a, sex-reversed
(WZ) phenotypic male. And (4) although some fish with
a female genotype (f/m) developed as males, no individual
with a male genotype (m/m) became a female. This result
suggests that (5), an allele (f) is necessary but not sufficient
to make a female phenotype, or the Z version of the native
Chr4 has a dosage-sensitive locus for which two doses guar-
antees male development and one dose favors, but does not
assure, female development.

The dominant-female-allele hypothesis and the two-dose-
male–one-dose-female hypothesis have both been described
in vertebrates. A W-linked, dominantly acting truncated
copy of DMRT1 triggers ovary development in the frog Xen-
opus laevis, likely acting as a dominant-negative inhibitor of
the normal DMRT1 gene (Yoshimoto et al. 2008; Yoshimoto
et al. 2010; Yoshimoto and Ito 2011). DMRT1 is also involved
in sex determination in birds, but the agent is a Z-linked
copy that affects sex development by a dosage-sensitive
mechanism (Smith et al. 2009). The Z, but not the W, in
half-smooth tongue sole has a functional copy of dmrt1,
consistent with the dosage-sensitive hypothesis (Chen
et al. 2014). A variant of dmrt1 is also the major Y-linked
sex determinant of Japanese medaka O. latipes (Matsuda
et al. 2002; Nanda et al. 2002; Kondo et al. 2006, 2009).
In some species of Oryzias, variants of different genes in
the sex-determination pathway, including gsdf and sox3,are
at the top of the sex-determination hierarchy (Takehana
et al. 2007, 2014; Kondo et al. 2009; Myosho et al. 2012;
Kikuchi and Hamaguchi 2013), while in other species of
fish, other genes are at the top of the hierarchy, including
a variant of irf9 in trout and amhr in fugu (Kamiya et al.
2012; Yano et al. 2012). The molecular genetic nature of
the zebrafish sex determinant is as yet unknown. About
80% of Chr4R genes have no apparent human ortholog
and are highly duplicated, with, for example, 109 genes
encoding NOD-like receptors and zinc finger proteins
(Howe et al. 2013), and as discussed below, the strains
from which the Zv9 zebrafish reference genome was
derived lack or have a greatly modified Chr4-linked
sex-determination system, making it likely that the ref-
erence genome does not contain the normal wild sex
determinant.

The only karyotypes known to involve zebrafish collected
directly from nature (Mansar Lake, Jammu) tentatively
support the WW/WZ chromosomal sex system (Sharma
et al. 1998). The relevance of the Mansar Lake fish to our
populations, however, is unknown. Mansar Lake is 2000 km
west of Nadia, Kolkata, and Cooch Behar and the phyloge-
netic relationship of its zebrafish to our populations is un-
known. Furthermore, the Z chromosome in Mansar Lake fish
was cytogenetically much larger than the W chromosome
(Sharma et al. 1998). Assuming that SbfI sites are distrib-
uted with approximately the same density across Z and W
chromosomes, a large proportion of sex-linked RAD-tags
should be homozygous in ZZ males and heterozygous in
WZ females. In our experiments, however, only a small frac-

tion of Chr4-linked RAD-tags fit these criteria, suggesting
that our Indian populations, while maintaining a WZ/ZZ
system, might have a different sex chromosome karyotype
than the one suggested by published analyses of the Mansar
Lake population.

Domesticated zebrafish strains lack a single strong sex-
linked locus

In contrast to natural strains, RAD-sex failed to detect any
sex-linked loci in AB and TU, which is surprising given that
published studies involving these strains identified sex-
biasing loci. For the SATmap study, we made fully homozy-
gous (doubled haploid) gynogenetic AB and TU fish, some
of which became males and others females despite all fish
having only female-derived chromosomes (Howe et al.
2013). Crossing a fully homozygous female TU fish to a fully
homozygous male AB fish produced a clutch of genetically
identical F1 heterozygotes, some of which became males and
others females (Howe et al. 2013), showing that genetic
differences are not essential for zebrafish sex determination.
Apparently, in the absence of genetic differences, other
forces influence zebrafish sex determination; for example,
stochastic differences might cause some eggs to have less
yolk than others or environmental differences might arise
if late hatching larvae have less access to food; both situa-
tions would lead to poorer nutrition, slower growth, and
a greater likelihood of developing as a male (Lawrence et al.
2008).

To produce the F2 SATmap population, a heterozygous
AB/TU F1 male was crossed to his genetically identical sister
(Howe et al. 2013). Analysis identified a single significant
peak linked to sex at Chr16:19 Mb–23 Mb. Homozygotes for
the granddam (TU) allele were 70% likely to become female
but homozygotes for the grandsire (AB) allele were only
26% likely to become female, while heterozygotes were
about equally likely to be male or female (Howe et al.
2013). This result shows that a locus on Chr16 has fe-
male-favoring allele(s) in TU and/or male-favoring alleles
in AB. This result does not address the question of
whether sex-determination alleles are polymorphic within
each strain, just that alleles differ between strains. For
example, AB fish might have partially deleterious alleles
at this locus so that AB homozygotes have fewer primor-
dial germ cells, are slower developing, or are less success-
ful at obtaining nutrition and thus more likely to become
males relative to individuals homozygous for TU alleles
(Lawrence et al. 2008; Siegfried and Nusslein-Volhard
2008; Rodriguez-Mari et al. 2010; Rodríguez-Marí and
Postlethwait 2011; Dranow et al. 2013). In contrast,
RAD-sex detects sex-linked polymorphisms segregating
within a strain, not between strains. If the Chr16 sex-
biasing factor that varies between AB and TU is not poly-
morphic within AB or within TU, our protocol would not
find it. Furthermore, the failure to find sar4 in the SAT-
map experiments supports our finding that AB and TU
lack sar4.
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Modification of the Chr4R sex determinant in
domesticated strains

AB and TU both experienced selection to remove preexisting
mutations for mutagenesis experiments (Walker-Durchanek
1980; Streisinger et al. 1981; Mullins et al. 1994). C. Walker
produced AB from 21 females derived by half-tetrad gyno-
genesis (Streisinger et al. 1981), which produces offspring
that are homozygous except for regions distal to a recombi-
nation event; thus, half-tetrad gynogenesis might or might
not eliminate heterozygosity at the distally located sar4 lo-
cus. Because homozygosity can result in male bias due to
loss of fitness (Brown et al. 2012a,b), some half-tetrad ani-
mals might sex reverse to male development despite hetero-
zygosity at sar4. The mating of a WW (or ZZ) gynogenetic
female (or male) to a sex-reversed WW (or ZZ) gynogenetic
male (or female) might result in the loss of the Z (or W)
chromosome making a homozygous WW (or ZZ) strain. Sex-
biasing alleles or environmental factors could cause some
WW (or ZZ) individuals to become males (or females), al-
lowing the strain to propagate. Researchers might select for
any preexisting male- or female-biasing alleles as they set up
mating pairs; eventually a new genetic sex-determining
mechanism might evolve in the domesticated strain, perhaps
similar to the rapid evolution of new sex chromosomes in
cichlids (Roberts et al. 2009; Ser et al. 2010; Parnell and
Streelman 2013).

TU originated from a pet store in Germany about 1990.
Mullins et al. (1994) used multiple single-pair matings to
make a lethal-free strain without gynogenesis and with
a conscious effort to maintain genetic variation. A hypothe-
sis is that the major wild male or female sex determinant
was linked to lethal or deleterious alleles, leading to the loss
of the sex determinant along with lethal allele loss. In the
absence of male or female alleles of the major sex determi-
nant, occasional sex reversal would allow for stock mainte-
nance, and researchers would strongly select for alleles
favoring the development of both sexes. If this hypothesis
were true, then the evolution of new sex determinants in TU
provides a unique opportunity to study the evolution of new
sex-determining mechanisms.

Despite the absence of a strong sex-linked locus on Chr4,
AB and TU may have retained some components of the wild
sex-determination mechanism:

1. A female-AB-by-male-IN cross (MGH cross) identified
sex-linked loci at Chr5:44.5–46.6 Mb and Chr16:13–17
Mb that together account for just 16% of the variance
with regard to sex (Knapik et al. 1996, 1998; Bradley
et al. 2011). If the AB parental female lacked a strong
female sex determinant as in our AB fish, then the MGH
cross might miss sar4 even if IN females, which were not
involved in the cross, do possess the natural wild sex
determinant.

2. Our female-AB-by-male-NA cross identified sex-linked loci
in addition to sar4, specifically, one on Chr3, although the

reciprocal cross identified only sar4 (Anderson et al.
2012).

3. As discussed above, the female-TU-by-male-AB SATmap
cross identified sex-linked loci on Chr16, but in a different
location than in the MGH cross (Howe et al. 2013).

The identification of autosomal sex-associated loci (Chr3,
Chr5, Chr16) could represent either the unmasking of weak
sex determinants given the loss of the sar4, or the rapid
evolution of new sex-determination systems after the diver-
gence of EKW, which has the Chr4R sex-determination sys-
tem, from the common ancestor of AB and TU.

Female-to-male sex reversal

What causes male genotypes to develop only as males but
female genotypes to sometimes develop as sex-reversed
phenotypes? Answers likely lie in environmental factors and
background genetic features that affect the strength of ameiotic
oocyte-derived pro-female signal that inhibits oocyte apoptosis,
probably by maintaining aromatase production (Slanchev et al.
2005; Houwing et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Siegfried and
Nusslein-Volhard 2008; Rodriguez-Mari et al. 2010, 2011;
Rodríguez-Marí and Postlethwait 2011; Pradhan et al. 2012;
Dranow et al. 2013). In general, harsh conditions, including
high density and poor nutrition, tend to promote male devel-
opment (Walker-Durchanek 1980; Pelegri and Schulte-Merker
1999; Shang et al. 2006; Lawrence et al. 2008; Abozaid et al.
2011, 2012; Liew et al. 2012; Villamizar et al. 2012). These
harsh factors may act to decrease the pro-female signal by
depressing the pool of meiotic oocytes, either by inhibiting
primary germ-cell proliferation or entry into meiosis or by pro-
moting oocyte apoptosis. Sex reversals can happen even in
species with a strong genetic sex determinant. In medaka, high
temperature and hypoxia can cause female-to-male sex rever-
sal, accompanied by increased cortisol and depressed aroma-
tase (Sato et al. 2005; Hattori et al. 2007; Selim et al. 2009;
Kitano et al. 2012; Cheung et al. 2014). It remains to be tested
whether stressful conditions cause sex reversal in zebrafish by
a similar mechanism.

In addition to environmental factors, background genetic
factors might decrease the strength of sar4 activity in do-
mesticated stocks. Although our experiments showed that
WIK has a strong sex determinant, inbreeding, which results
in homozygosis of partially deleterious alleles, biases WIK
fish toward male development (Brown et al. 2012a). Espe-
cially likely would be an interaction of background genotype
with environmental factors that could override the influence
of sar4 on phenotypic sex.

Population diversity and the modification of sex-
determining mechanisms in domesticated strains

Did AB and TU lose sar4 independently or was this feature
present in the last common ancestor of the two strains? Phy-
logenomic analyses showed that AB and TU occupy a mono-
phyletic sister clade to EKW, suggesting that AB and TU may
have been derived from EKW-related fish—AB from a pet
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store in Oregon and TU from a pet store in Germany. By
parsimony, these results do not rule out the possibility
that the lack of sex-linked loci in Chr4R was a shared trait
derived from the last common ancestor of AB and TU.
Nevertheless, due to their independent domestication in
Eugene and Tuebingen, and the presence of sar4 in EKW,
we suspect that the loss of a strong sex determinant oc-
curred independently during the separate domestication
of the two lineages, a conclusion that is not incompatible
with the phylogenomic data.

Analysis of the mitochondrial genome-encoded cytb
gene showed that our strains all derived from mitochon-
drial haplogroup 1, suggesting that a broader understand-
ing of the genetics of sex determination across the full
diversity of zebrafish will require investigations of hap-
logroups 2 and 3 (populations in Nepal and Southern
India, respectively), which diverged from haplogroup 1
about 3 million years ago (Whiteley et al. 2011). Inves-
tigations of Danio species closely related to zebrafish will
also add to our understanding, although the sar4 sex-
determination locus may not be widely conserved with
other danios. The closest lineage to zebrafish (Cyprini-
formes; Cyprinidae; Danio) that has a genome-wide anal-
ysis of conserved syntenies is the gudgeon (Cypriniformes;
Cyprinidae; Gnathopogon) (Kakioka et al. 2013), whose
lineage separated from the zebrafish lineage about 117
million years ago (Saitoh et al. 2011). Analyses showed
strong conservation of syntenies among all zebrafish chro-
mosomes except Chr4R (Kakioka et al. 2013).

Conclusions

Results presented here show that zebrafish in nature has
a strong sex determinant linked to the right tip of Chr4,
the only chromosome arm with cytogenetic features fre-
quently found in sex chromosomes; that the determinant
is necessary but not sufficient for female development;
and that in natural populations, females are WZ and males
are ZZ. In contrast, domesticated strains cleaned of back-
ground mutations for mutagenesis experiments lack or have
greatly weakened versions of the Chr4 sex-determination
system.

These conclusions have several important implications:

1. Because domesticated strains make males and females
(often with widely fluctuating sex ratios) even without
the full complement of natural genetic sex determinants,
these strains apparently have a functional sex-determining
mechanism, perhaps due to polygenic sex determination
unmasked by the evolutionary strengthening of weak sex-
ratio modifiers under the heavy hand of “unnatural selec-
tion” wielded by zebrafish researchers, or the unmasking
of latent but preexisting environmental sex-determination
mechanisms.

2. Some studies investigating the biology of zebrafish sex
determination using TU and AB fish should be revisited

using sex-genotyped animals from a strain that possesses
the natural genetic sex determinant.

3. Although mechanisms downstream of sar4 are likely to
be the same in all zebrafish stocks, future work that
includes studies of natural strains containing the wild
sex determinants would provide richer understanding.

4. The zebrafish genome sequence, which was derived
mainly from TU with input from AB and substantial cor-
rection using the SATmap, is unlikely to contain strong
alleles of both the male and the female alternatives of the
major natural sex-determining gene.

5. We need to concentrate efforts to identify the molecular
genetic basis of wild sex in zebrafish.
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Z1_TGCAGGGACACCAGCCCTCCAGGACCGAGATTGGTGACCCC------------AGACATACCATGTTTGTTACTGTCACCAACACTTGAGCAACC 95 
Z2_TGCAGGGACACCAGCCCTCCAGGACTGAGATTGGTGACCCC------------AGACATACCATGTTTGTTACTGTCACCAACACTTGAGCAACC 95 
W__TGCAGGGACACCGGCCCTCAAGGACCGAAATTGGTGACCCCATGTCAGGAGGTAGACATACCATGTTTGTAACTCTCACCAACACTTGAGCAACC 95 
   ************.******.***** **.************ ...........*****************:*** ******************** 
 
Figure S1   Sequence of Nadia sex‐linked RAD‐tag #4086, listed in Zv9 at chr‐14:37865815‐37865909, but mapping to the right tip of chr‐4 on the HS‐mapping panel. Nadia had 
two Z‐linked alleles for this RAD‐tag, Z1 and Z2 and a single W allele. Red bold nucleotides indicate the positions of the sex‐specific primers. 
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Figure S2   Mean heterozygosity among the six investigated zebrafish strains calculated from the total number of nucleotides 
present in our RAD‐tags. 
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Figure S3   Parsimony analysis cladogram for zebrafish strains (domesticated strains AB and TU (Tuebingen), natural laboratory 
strains (WIK (Wild India Kolkata) and EKW (EkkWill)), and recent acquisitions from nature (NA (Nadia) and CB (Cooch Behar)) 
using D. nigrofasciatus as outgroup. 
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Figure S4   Map of India showing the localities of origin in India for zebrafish populations discussed in this paper, and the Sittang 
Basin, Myanmar, to which D. nigrofasciatus is native is denoted (dotted background). 
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Figure S5   Comparison of cytochrome b haplotypes. The figure shows a region of the zebrafish mitochondrial genome including 
cytochrome b, presenting haplotypes as gray bars aligned to the zebrafish reference genome with SNPs represented by colored 
vertical lines. Stretches of dark gray for the AB allele represent missing data due to low sequencing depth. The top eight light 
gray bars represent mitochondrial haplotypes generated using illumina sequences from multiple individuals in this study. For 
haplotypes in Haplogroups‐1, ‐2, and ‐3, each gray bar represents a haplotype chosen at random from each of the 15 sampling 
locations in (Whiteley et al. 2011). Arrowheads denote positions that distinguish Haplogroup‐1 from Haplogroups‐2 and ‐3 
(Whiteley et al. 2011). Results show that all zebrafish strains in our study are in Haplogroup‐1.  
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File S1 
 
Supplemental Script: This script takes a tsv file generated from the Stacks web interface and generates a "Blacklist" of markers 
that have a biologically impossible number of alleles (these have been overmerged by Stacks) 
 

Available for download at http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.169284/‐/DC1 
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Table S1   Medaka sex‐linked SNPs, 
position and P‐values 

Position (chr : bp)  ‐log10(P) 
1 : 14279447  6.0217 
1 : 14279448  6.0217 
1 : 15146251  8.1649 
1 : 15226287  8.1649 
1 : 15226288  8.1649 
1 : 15266919  7.9274 
1 : 15266950  7.9274 
1 : 15398411  8.4748 
1 : 15411886  10.1280 
1 : 15411936  9.6923 
1 : 15421713  9.7294 
1 : 15618551  8.1649 
1 : 15627212  8.1649 
1 : 15745063  7.4299 
1 : 15745069  7.4299 
1 : 15745071  7.4299 
1 : 15745083  7.4299 
1 : 15762018  9.5410 
1 : 16013512  7.3729 
1 : 16083161  8.1293 
1 : 16083242  8.9157 
1 : 16083279  7.6539 
1 : 16343030  5.7673 
1 : 16343095  7.8784 
1 : 16352392  4.2166 
1 : 16475520  4.3196 
1 : 16498269  6.1143 
1 : 16498300  6.1143 
1 : 16498302  6.1143 
1 : 16498316  6.1143 
1 : 16500299  4.2496 
1 : 16542094  4.9810 
1 : 16542099  4.9810 
1 : 16544304  5.2515 
1 : 16544306  5.2515 
1 : 16544316  5.2515 
1 : 16562479  5.8274 
1 : 16622408  5.8274 
1 : 16622448  5.8274 
1 : 16622488  5.8274 
1 : 16642615  5.8274 
1 : 16642738  5.8487 
1 : 16642753  5.8487 
1 : 16728368  4.5895 
1 : 16728369  5.4145 
1 : 16897037  5.0786 
1 : 16897162  8.2707 
1 : 17258843  9.2399 
1 : 17281584  15.8300* 
1 : 17333850  13.3446 
1 : 17333908  15.2190 
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1 : 17333910  15.2190 
1 : 17339700  15.8300* 
1 : 17684401  15.8300* 
1 : 17881250  8.4161 
1 : 17897607  15.8300* 
1 : 17974442  4.1869 
1 : 18233652  4.6689 
1 : 18850114  11.5369 
1 : 19192559  12.3301 
1 : 19593027  9.7077 
1 : 19630551  12.0367 
1 : 19745681  11.5237 
1 : 20354473  15.5282 
1 : 20354575  15.8300* 
1 : 20412627  14.0858 
1 : 20412640  6.5747 
1 : 20412675  14.0858 
1 : 20415296  14.1277 
1 : 20415312  14.1277 
1 : 20415314  14.1277 
1 : 20415318  14.1277 
1 : 20415322  14.1277 
1 : 20415323  14.1277 
1 : 20628893  15.8300* 
1 : 20779021  13.4094 
1 : 20828468  8.5314 
1 : 20846537  15.2480 
1 : 20846540  15.2480 
1 : 20850917  15.8300* 
1 : 20851035  15.8300* 
1 : 20862207  7.5273 
1 : 21053070  15.5282 
1 : 21134226  8.5314 
1 : 21145385  8.8800 
1 : 21165463  7.8449 
1 : 21563164  15.2190 
1 : 21563170  15.2190 
1 : 21563247  15.5282 
1 : 21563248  15.5282 
1 : 21592077  14.9461 
1 : 21592089  14.9461 
1 : 21830398  15.8300* 
1 : 21843660  15.8300* 
1 : 21893065  15.8300* 
1 : 23047648  13.6984 
1 : 23566365  13.6984 
1 : 23566429  13.0861 
1 : 24595731  13.3960 
1 : 24700809  4.2677 
1 : 24700833  4.2677 
1 : 25130356  4.8611 
1 : 25134120  5.2681 
1 : 25239251  5.2343 
1 : 25239712  4.9943 
1 : 25261467  4.6671 
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1 : 25261490  4.6671 
1 : 25291901  5.2343 
1 : 25332214  5.3279 
1 : 25332222  5.0450 
1 : 25332343  5.4843 
1 : 25417981  5.4843 
1 : 25442822  5.4843 
1 : 25442827  5.4843 
1 : 25495620  5.3068 
1 : 25530941  5.7272 
1 : 25530998  5.5517 
1 : 25531019  5.5517 
1 : 25653873  5.5362 
1 : 25693263  5.2681 
1 : 25713884  5.2679 
1 : 26112060  5.6403 
1 : 26173753  5.1596 
1 : 26223435  5.3692 
1 : 26339649  6.2046 
1 : 26339731  9.5585 
1 : 26339783  5.4683 
1 : 26431059  10.4939 
1 : 26431071  10.4939 
1 : 26431075  10.4939 
1 : 26434505  10.4939 
1 : 26434514  10.4939 
1 : 26584592  6.2046 
1 : 26612139  5.6403 
1 : 26664779  10.4939 
1 : 26805499  6.2046 
1 : 26848959  6.2046 
1 : 27156719  6.8133 
1 : 27241359  6.8133 
1 : 27241415  6.8133 
1 : 27265182  10.4939 
1 : 27354538  6.5702 
1 : 27354598  10.1898 
1 : 27354636  6.8133 
1 : 27431344  10.4939 
1 : 27431377  10.1898 
1 : 27431378  10.1898 
1 : 27431383  10.1898 
1 : 27474918  6.2046 
1 : 27477508  5.6403 
1 : 27477911  6.8868 
1 : 27477913  6.8868 
1 : 27477967  6.8868 
1 : 28401954  10.4939 
1 : 28421071  11.2079 
1 : 28716194  6.9111 
1 : 28755805  11.2079 
1 : 28890720  9.3292 
1 : 29345455  8.6713 
1 : 29345495  8.6713 
1 : 29345546  11.2079 
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1 : 29503455  10.4939 
1 : 30745601  9.8385 
1 : 30745607  9.8385 
1 : 30852286  9.8385 
1 : 30852387  9.8385 
1 : 31660692  8.1373 
1 : 31676008  8.9501 
1 : 31683572  8.1373 
1 : 31713903  6.9713 
1 : 31713904  6.9713 
1 : 31755715  6.2658 
1 : 31903810  6.9380 
1 : 31903815  6.9381 
1 : 31947058  4.9981 
1 : 31979596  4.9536 
1 : 31979597  4.9536 
1 : 31991950  4.6523 
1 : 32001793  5.4552 
1 : 32005668  6.2046 
1 : 32353006  4.8746 
1 : 32403828  5.4957 
1 : 32406216  5.3867 
1 : 32406260  4.2584 
1 : 32406265  4.2584 
1 : 32433858  4.1863 
1 : 32478881  4.4990 
3 : 1792340  15.8300* 
6 : 13320297  5.0381 
6 : 13320391  4.4351 
10 : 7600105  4.8111 
10 : 7600106  4.8111 
13 : 1696345  15.8300* 
16 : 19849273  4.1512 
17 : 2053086  15.8300* 
17 : 14953086  4.1786 
18 : 26881591  4.3389 
scaffold1031 : 14204  8.1293 
scaffold1031 : 14219  8.1293 
scaffold1072 : 38004  10.4939 
scaffold1201 : 6425  10.4939 
scaffold1201 : 6454  10.4939 
scaffold1560 : 21687  10.1898 
scaffold1560 : 21688  10.1898 
scaffold1560 : 21765  9.8228 
scaffold1581 : 11668  15.8300* 
scaffold1581 : 11673  15.8300* 
scaffold1581 : 11676  15.1102 
scaffold1581 : 11725  15.2480 
scaffold1640 : 20567  15.8300* 
scaffold1640 : 20655  15.8300* 
scaffold1640 : 20721  15.8300* 
scaffold2183 : 5166  5.8769 
scaffold2261 : 6320  6.2046 
scaffold2261 : 9491  6.2046 
scaffold2264 : 9943  13.6387 
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scaffold2363 : 3344  10.4939 
scaffold2753 : 4499  13.1105 
scaffold294 : 63500  10.0721 
scaffold294 : 63542  10.0721 
scaffold294 : 63543  10.0721 
scaffold294 : 63560  10.0721 
scaffold294 : 63563  10.0721 
scaffold294 : 94304  10.6876 
scaffold294 : 182082  10.2739 
scaffold294 : 182091  10.2739 
scaffold294 : 182238  10.9043 
scaffold294 : 480231  10.6876 
scaffold4377 : 2020  4.3763 
scaffold4377 : 2021  4.3763 
scaffold4377 : 2040  4.3763 
scaffold4377 : 2043  4.3763 
scaffold461 : 87179  15.5424 
scaffold461 : 100139  15.8300* 
scaffold461 : 171421  15.8300* 
scaffold461 : 171422  15.8300* 
scaffold461 : 171455  15.8300* 
scaffold4822 : 3702  15.8300* 
scaffold4822 : 3725  15.8300* 
scaffold504 : 130995  10.4939 
scaffold593 : 66269  9.8659 
scaffold593 : 66347  10.4939 
scaffold633 : 17397  10.4939 
scaffold633 : 104409  10.4939 
scaffold6337 : 2210  15.8300* 
scaffold6337 : 2247  5.9606 
scaffold804 : 5502  15.1102 
scaffold864 : 47886  15.5424 
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Table S2   Sequences of medaka sex‐linked RAD‐tags generated with denovo_map.pl 

RAD‐tag ID  Sequence 
SNP 

position  SNP  ‐log10(P) 

663  TGCAGGCAACAGTGAATCCAGATCAGATCACAGTCAAGGAAAAAGGAACTCTCCGTCTGAACTGCTCGGCTGTGGGAAACCCCAACCCCTCATAC 14  G>T  6.8133 

1084  TGCAGGTTAACAGTTTTTATACCATGGTCTGGGTGAATACTCGATTCTGATTGGCTGCTGGGTGTACATTAAAAAGTCACCTAGCTTAAATGTTT 10  A>T  14.9020 

1084  TGCAGGTTAACAGTTTTTATACCATGGTCTGGGTGAATACTCGATTCTGATTGGCTGCTGGGTGTACATTAAAAAGTCACCTAGCTTAAATGTTT 22  C>T  14.9020 

1196  TGCAGGCTGCAGCAGATCTGATCTGAAGGATCTCCGTCCAGGAAATAACAGAAAGTAAAGAGCAGGAAGTTCTTCAGTTAAGATGTGTGCAGCTG 80  A>C  4.3421 

1196  TGCAGGCTGCAGCAGATCTGATCTGAAGGATCTCCGTCCAGGAAATAACAGAAAGTAAAGAGCAGGAAGTTCTTCAGTTAAGATGTGTGCAGCTG 86  T>C  4.3421 

1196  TGCAGGCTGCAGCAGATCTGATCTGAAGGATCTCCGTCCAGGAAATAACAGAAAGTAAAGAGCAGGAAGTTCTTCAGTTAAGATGTGTGCAGCTG 87  G>C  4.3421 

1392  TGCAGGTCATGCCTTCTCAAAGGGGGTTGGGGGGAGAGCAGGGCATGAGTGGTGGAAGGTGGAGGTAAATGATAGAACGGCTCCAGAAAAGTAAA 11  G>A  6.0110 

1979  TGCAGGGTATCTCCCAGCTGTCTGTGGAACCGCTCAGTGCTGCGATTGCTGTCGAACAGCAGGGACGTATCACCATGATGGTGATTTTGATCCAT 62  G>A  5.5910 

1979  TGCAGGGTATCTCCCAGCTGTCTGTGGAACCGCTCAGTGCTGCGATTGCTGTCGAACAGCAGGGACGTATCACCATGATGGTGATTTTGATCCAT 82  T>G  5.5910 

2878  TGCAGGACCCCCACAGTCACTCTGTGTCAGAGCCCCACAGGAGTGCTGATGATCGTGCTTCTCTGGACATACCCCCCCGATCATCCTTTAATACT 20  C>G  4.7497 

2878  TGCAGGACCCCCACAGTCACTCTGTGTCAGAGCCCCACAGGAGTGCTGATGATCGTGCTTCTCTGGACATACCCCCCCGATCATCCTTTAATACT 54  C>G  4.7497 
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Table S3   Sex linked contigs and scaffolds 

Scaffold  Strain 

NA482  WIK, NA 

NA683  WIK, NA 

NA851  WIK, EKW 

scaffold3519  WIK, EKW, CB 

scaffold3545  WIK 
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Table S4   Position and P‐values of sex‐linked SNPs in zebrafish strains 

Position            
Chr‐4 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

60613873  4.6574  WIK 

60623842  8.1786  Cooch Behar 

60623846  8.4606*  Cooch Behar 

60623899  4.6574  WIK 

60630194  4.9892  WIK 

60630236  4.7673  WIK 

60630269  4.7673  WIK 

60978058  4.8099  WIK 

61023047  5.0666  WIK 

61023085  5.0666  WIK 

61074278  6.0239  Ekkwill 

61074278  4.8099  WIK 

61074287  6.0239  Ekkwill 

61074287  4.8099  WIK 

61074290  6.0239  Ekkwill 

61074290  4.8099  WIK 

61074320  5.7370  Nadia 

61074329  4.8099  WIK 

61074330  4.8099  WIK 

61074340  6.0239  Ekkwill 

61074340  4.8099  WIK 

61118837  4.9173  WIK 

61118843  4.9173  WIK 

61118876  4.9173  WIK 

61155579  5.1432  Nadia 

61159046  5.0352  WIK 

61159138  5.5338  Nadia 

61234225  6.6172  Nadia 

61234275  6.6172  Nadia 

61234359  5.0352  WIK 

61234367  5.4472  Ekkwill 

61243382  6.8679  Ekkwill 

61243382  4.6439  WIK 

61243433  6.8679  Ekkwill 

61243434  6.8679  Ekkwill 

61243435  6.8679  Ekkwill 

61243442  4.6439  WIK 

61243443  5.2250  Nadia 

61243453  6.8679  Ekkwill 
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61243453  4.6439  WIK 

61252705  5.0352  WIK 

61369074  5.0482  WIK 

61369130  5.0482  WIK 

61374943  4.9347  WIK 

61374955  4.9347  WIK 

61374957  4.9347  WIK 

61406381  5.0352  WIK 

61422843  4.6477  WIK 

61422849  4.6477  WIK 

61422851  4.6477  WIK 

61422855  4.6477  WIK 

61422857  4.6477  WIK 

61422858  4.6477  WIK 

61483433  5.0314  WIK 

61922622  4.9020  WIK 

61922647  4.9020  WIK 

61956793  4.8099  WIK 

61956803  4.8099  WIK 

61956836  4.8099  WIK 

61991165  4.9035  WIK 

61991173  4.9035  WIK 

61994264  5.0352  WIK 

62028589  6.0517  Nadia 

62055521  6.6344  Nadia 

62055521  5.0352  WIK 

62055876  5.0352  WIK 

62060103  5.3588*  WIK 

62060104  5.3588*  WIK 

62060741  5.2487  WIK 

62060748  5.2487  WIK 

62060758  5.2487  WIK 

62060809  5.0352  WIK 

62079844  5.0352  WIK 

 

Position            
Chr‐14 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

37865826  6.0135  Nadia 

37865833  6.0135  Nadia 

37865839  4.9173  WIK 

37865840  4.9173  WIK 

37865842  6.0135  Nadia 
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37865863  4.9173  WIK 

37865884  6.0135  Nadia 

37865884  4.9173  WIK 

37865888  6.0135  Nadia 

37865888  4.9173  WIK 

37865893  4.9173  WIK 

37865894  4.9173  WIK 

37865907  4.9173  WIK 

37868400  5.1877  WIK 

37868401  5.1877  WIK 

37868402  5.1877  WIK 

37872379  4.7934  WIK 

37872402  4.7934  WIK 

37872406  4.7934  WIK 

37872407  4.7934  WIK 

37872408  4.7934  WIK 

37879724  5.0352  WIK 

37907092  5.0352  WIK 

 

Position        
NA482 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

10886  6.6076  Nadia 

10886  5.0352  WIK 

10910  6.6076  Nadia 

10913  5.0352  WIK 

10914  6.6076  Nadia 

10916  6.6076  Nadia 

10916  5.0352  WIK 
 

Position            
NA683 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

4352  4.9095  WIK 

4355  4.9095  WIK 

4358  4.9095  WIK 

4364  5.1346  Nadia 

4366  5.1346  Nadia 

4366  4.9095  WIK 

4389  4.9095  WIK 

4390  4.9095  WIK 

4396  4.9095  WIK 

4444  5.0352  WIK 

6852  4.6477  WIK 
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7086  6.4936  Nadia 

12119  6.7692*  Nadia 

 

Position        
NA851 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

18750  11.8452  Ekkwill 

18750  5.0352  WIK 

18854  11.8847  Ekkwill 

31703  11.8452  Ekkwill 

31740  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31740  5.1877  WIK 

31741  5.1877  WIK 

31745  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31745  5.1877  WIK 

31746  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31746  5.1877  WIK 

31762  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31762  5.1877  WIK 

31763  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31763  5.1877  WIK 

31788  5.1877  WIK 

31811  11.3179  Ekkwill 

31811  5.1877  WIK 

 

Position 
scaffold3519 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

177269  8.5676  Ekkwill 

177329  12.5476*  Ekkwill 

177330  12.5476*  Ekkwill 

177331  12.5476*  Ekkwill 

177351  8.8616  Ekkwill 

177351  5.0829  WIK 

177354  6.5268  Cooch Behar 

177354  8.8616  Ekkwill 

177354  5.0829  WIK 

177356  8.8616  Ekkwill 

177356  5.0829  WIK 

 

Position 
scaffold3545 (bp)  ‐log10(P)  Strain 

143394  4.8335  WIK 

143398  4.8335  WIK 
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Table S5   Sequences of zebrafish sex‐linked RAD‐tags generated with denovo_map.pl 
RAD‐
tag 
ID  Sequence 

SNP 
position  SNP 

‐
log10(P)  Strain 

2440  TGCAGGAGCTGGAGAAGGAGCTGGAGAACAGCACAGAGAGTCCGTCTGAGGAGAAGAGCAAACCCACACAGAGTCCATCTGAAGCAGTCTGAGAG 82  A>G  5.1692  Nadia 
2027  TGCAGGTGGTGGGCCTGCGGGAGAATGGTCCCTCGTCGCTCCTTCGGGCTAGGAGCTTTTAATGTATAGGATATTTAATAGGGAACCAATTCACT 53  G>A  4.7785  WIK 
3347  TGCAGGGGACACCGGCCCTCCATGAACAAGACAATGGCTGCGTCCGAAACCGCCTACTACTCAGTAGGTACTGCATTTGAATGTAAACGTACTAC 28  A>G  4.7785  WIK 
4080  TGCAGGCGCCCCTGGTCTTTTTGAATAATATAATTAGAAAGTCATGTTTTGCCTTTAAGTTCAGTTTCTCTAGGTATTTTTGTAACTCAATAGTA 46  G>A  5.0352  WIK 
4080  TGCAGGCGCCCCTGGTCTTTTTGAATAATATAATTAGAAAGTCATGTTTTGCCTTTAAGTTCAGTTTCTCTAGGTATTTTTGTAACTCAATAGTA 88  C>T  5.0352  WIK 
4883  TGCAGGGACACCGGCCCTCCAGAACAGAGATATATTGTATACTTGCAAAAATAGGGTAATATTATATATTCTCTAACTCTGTCTGTAGAGAGACA 26  A>C  4.9035  WIK 
4883  TGCAGGGACACCGGCCCTCCAGAACAGAGATATATTGTATACTTGCAAAAATAGGGTAATATTATATATTCTCTAACTCTGTCTGTAGAGAGACA 74  T>A  4.9035  WIK 
4883  TGCAGGGACACCGGCCCTCCAGAACAGAGATATATTGTATACTTGCAAAAATAGGGTAATATTATATATTCTCTAACTCTGTCTGTAGAGAGACA 81  G>T  4.9035  WIK 
1642  TGCAGGTGGTGGGCCTGCGGGAGAATGGTCCCTCGTCGCTCCTTCGGGCTAGAAGCTTTTAATGTATAGGATATTTAATAGGGAACCAATTCACTG 53  A>G  6.2119  Ekkwill 
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